PronSIG Scholarship
The purpose of this PronSIG scholarship is to encourage teachers interested in pronunciation to attend the
PronSIG PCE and present at the IATEFL Conference. It is hoped that as well as benefitting personally from
this opportunity, the scholarship winner will subsequently be able to disseminate their experience to fellow
professionals. As PronSIG has a fully inclusive ethos, teachers of any background and at any stage of their
career are welcome to apply.

The award consists of:
•
•
•

registration for the PronSIG Pre-Conference Event
registration for the IATEFL Conference
travel and accommodation costs up to a maximum of GBP 1000.00 against receipts

To qualify you must:
•
•
•
•
•
•

be a practising teacher
be an individual member of IATEFL
join PronSIG, if not already a member, on renewal of your IATEFL membership
not be a current or past committee member of PronSIG
be willing to give a presentation or lead a workshop on Pronunciation at the PronSIG Showcase at
the IATEFL Conference
write up your session for the subsequent edition of the PronSIG journal Speak Out!

To be considered you should submit:
•
•

an online speaker proposal on Pronunciation by the scholarship deadline
A 400-500 word essay including:
o an outline of your personal background and teaching context (maximum 100 words)
o a description of a pronunciation activity appropriate to your learners. The description
should include the aims of the activity; learning outcomes; content and procedure;
references to any materials or technologies used.

The submission deadline is 16.00 (UK time) on Wednesday 28 July 2021. Early submissions are very
welcome; late submissions will not be considered.
The result of your application will be emailed to you between 25 August and 8 September 2021. Please do
NOT contact the IATEFL Head Office about scholarship decisions; the Scholarship Committee will send
everyone the results as soon as they are available.

